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Background

• SM2: a set of cryptographic algorithms based on elliptic curve
cryptography, including a digital signature, public key encryption (not
defined in this draft for IKEv2) and key exchange scheme. ISO/IEC 14888-3:2018, GBT.32918.2-2016, GBT.32918.5-2017


• SM3: a set of block cipher encryption algorithms. 18033-3:2010, GBT.32907-2016
Proposal: IKEv2 Support ShangMi without any Protocol Change, Only Add Several New Transform Types and IDs

◆ New added Transform Types and IDs:
1. Transform Type 1 - Encryption Algorithm Transform IDs
   - ENCR_SM4_CBC CBC
   - ENCR_SM4_GCM AEAD
   - ENCR_SM4_CCM AEAD
2. Transform Type 2 - Pseudorandom Function Transform IDs
   - PRF_HMAC_SM3
3. Transform Type 3 - Integrity Algorithm Transform IDs
   - AUTH_HMAC_SM3
4. Transform Type 4 - Key Exchange Method Transform IDs
   - curveSM2
5. IKEv2 Hash Algorithms
   - SM3
6. IKEv2 Authentication Method
   - SM2 Digital Signature
Security Considerations

• At the time of writing, there are no known weak keys for SM cryptographic algorithms SM2, SM3 and SM4, and no security issues have been found for these algorithms.

• cryptanalysis of SM2:

• cryptanalysis of SM4 (especially for side-channel attacks):
  ✓ LOU, F ZHANG, J HUANG, X ZHAO, H LIU, X., “Research on trace driven Cache analysis on SM4”, Journal of Cryptologic Research, 2018, 5(4) 430–441, 2018
Latest Discussion, Next Step Suggestion?

• Comments from Paul Wouters (SEC AD):

"Thanks for the document. I believe the best way forward for these would be via the ISE. In which case the Working Group and Intended Status would need to be updated. But if the document proceeds that way, please keep the IPsecME WG in the loop. All the registries involved are "Expert Review", so it can be registered regardless of where or how the specification is published.

As for the draft itself, I have two questions.

Is the CBC variant really necessary? CBS is being made historic or deprecated for all other IETF uses (eg see TLS 1.3). Why introduce it now for IKEv2 and ESP in combination with ShangMi?

For the GCM variants, do you know if these can make use of the ghash hardware instructions? As in, would ENCR_SM4_GCM also benefit from CPU hardware instructions available?

"